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GCE reform: what is changing?

• A fully linear structure

• Assessments taken at end of course (after 2 years study)

• AS will be a standalone qualification (no longer counts 
towards A level)

• Content of AS can be a subset of A level to allow co-
teachability – AS examined at a different standard

• Exams are the preferred method of assessment

• Except where they cannot provide valid assessment of 
the skills required

• Coursework has been retained in A level History



Timeline of changes: Government & Politics

• Summer 2012: telephone interviews and online 
questionnaires with a wide range of stakeholders

• Mid 2015: draft content requirements developed by DfE

• Next steps: establish subject panel for Govt & Politics

• Develop and test models for submission in mid 2016

• Expect Ofqual accreditation in Sep 2016



Key findings from 2012 HE research

• Universities generally look for humanities and social 
science A level subjects rather than Government & Politics

• Government & Politics A level gives a good background and 
basic introduction to the core elements of Politics

• International affairs/global politics is more attractive to HE 
and isn't a compulsory feature (Edexcel optional Route D)

• Focus very British and Western, with little or no reference 
to Africa, Asian, China – wider focus needed - BRICS

• Anecdotal evidence - students find the A level a bit dry and 
not responsive to contemporary events



Key findings from HE continued

• Unit 2 Governing the UK - needs reference to devolution when 
studying British politics and considerations of its impacts

• A2 focus is still on UK and US - slightly dated feel. Need to 
add sense of how other countries govern & their impact on UK

• Need to move away from seeing Britain as an isolated unit of 
study

• Political history is important – would like to see a historical 
element to Government and Politics A level specifications



• Universities now have coursework in their assessment so 
100% exam is not necessarily good preparation for further 
study (30-40% c/w is suggested)

• Coursework should allow for research, independent work, 
use of sources, constructing arguments, critical 
assessments etc.

• Suggestion of an oral component/video presentations

• Current short answer questions not preferred – only long 
essay questions

Key findings from HE continued



Any Questions?

Please email me at 

teachinggovernmentandpolitics@pearson.com

if you want to take part in our 
research/consultation  

mailto:teachinggovernmentandpolitics@pearson.com


Reforming A Level 
Government and Politics

Ewan Brady, OCR Subject Specialist



Reform

• In 2013 the government announced plans for new 
A Levels 

• There will be three tranches of redeveloped A 
levels:
– Tranche 1 – for first teaching September 2015 –

includes History, Sociology, Psychology, and Economics
– Tranche 2 – for first teaching September 2016 –

includes Geography and Religious Studies
– Tranche 3 – for first teaching September 2017



Ofqual

The five principles Ofqual use to make judgements 
about whether they expect to be able to regulate a 
subject effectively are:
• Purpose
• Level of demand
• Differentiation of student performance
• Other aspects of validity
• Separation of subjects



The development process at OCR

OCR qualifications go through a number of stages in the development 
process:

• Subject Vision
• Teacher Advisory Groups
• DfE subject criteria
• Developer days
• Subject Consultative Forum
• SPECEC and AMEC
• OCR accreditation team
• Ofqual



OCR’s aims

• We are seeking to develop qualifications that 
bring the subject to life and inspire students to 
achieve

• We are creating straightforward teacher 
friendly specifications

• We aim to encourage students to be 
responsible for their own learning, innovative 
and engaged



OCR’s support for teachers

We are developing our support for teachers:

• High quality resources for teachers 

• Support from subject specialists 

• CPD for first teaching – face to face and online

• Communications - Community and Twitter



Why Politics?

The study of A Level Government and Politics should:
– help students understand a rapidly changing world
– prepare students for further study
– prepare students for work in politics, government, charities and 

international organisations etc

• Challenge - negative views of both government and politics
• Importance - Politics is about how we decide to live together
• ‘Government should be a place where people come together and no 

one gets left behind. An instrument of good.’ Toby Ziegler in The 
West Wing (Inauguration: Part 2 - Over There.)

• OCR see Government and Politics as having a vital place in the 16-19 
curriculum



OCR’s initial thoughts

• Content - less dry - more breadth
– British political issues e.g. Nations and regions, lobbying 

and the UK in Europe
– Political theory, e.g. Plato, Aristotle, Hobbes, Paine and 

Marx
– Geopolitics and global issues, e.g. UN, European 

integration, terrorism, water, human rights and privacy

• Assessment - changes
– MCQ
– DME



Get involved

OCR will be looking for teachers and other 
stakeholders to get involved:
• Teacher Advisory Groups
• Consultative Forum
• Specification and assessment development
• Resource development

E mail humanities@ocr.org.uk

mailto:humanities@ocr.org.uk
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Landscape

• A-levels changing

• AS de-coupled from A-level

• Exams to be linear

• Phase 1 A-levels first teaching (from 2015), Phase 2 (from 2016)

• Government & Politics considered for Phase 3 (from 2017)

• Not a ‘facilitating subject’, but still highly valued by Russell Group 
Universities, employers

Version 3.0 Copyright © AQA and its licensors. All rights reserved.
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Process for Politics (Phase 3)

• AQA is committed to redeveloping Government and Politics at AS 
and A-level

• Joint awarding body rationale to Ofqual/DfE to determine whether it 
can be a new AS/A-level in new landscape

• Develop subject criteria (all boards)

• We will work with Higher Education, teachers and the PSA in 
drafting our new specification for accreditation

• We will provide a suite of resources/events to prepare teachers for 
first teaching from Sept 2017

Version 3.0 Copyright © AQA and its licensors. All rights reserved.
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Principles for redeveloping

• AS & A-level standard isn’t changing

• Much of day-to-day teaching and learning can be carried over

• New specs must be relevant, engaging and up to date to reflect 
modern nature of the subject

• Getting the content right

• Getting the assessment right

• Getting the support for teachers right

Version 3.0 Copyright © AQA and its licensors. All rights reserved.



Discussion from the floor on 

current specifications

a) What is working well?

b) What changes may be necessary?

c) Under a linear curriculum what can 
be done to make the subject a 
stronger choice for students?



General questions from the floor

Mark Battye, Pearson Edexcel

Ewan Brady, OCR

Rupert Sheard, AQA



Close:  Thank – you!

Please recycle your name
badges when you leave!


